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About AIR

Forum
•2,000+ attendees
•~300 educational and networking opportunities
•Digital Pass gives free access to select Forum presentations

Education
•Data & Decisions® Academy
•IPEDS Keyholder courses and workshops
•A Holistic Approach to IR
•NCES Data Institute course and institute
•NSF public-use data sets
•Survey Research – coming soon!

eAIR
•Over 9,000 subscribers received this free newsletter 

covering topics of interest to assessment and analytics 
professionals

Research and Dissertation Grants
•The Access Group and AIR host a grant 

competition promoting scholarship on issues 
related to access, affordability, and value of 
graduate and professional education

• Nearly 4,700 members 

from 40+ countries

• 89% of members are 

from postsecondary 

institutions in a wide 

range of sectors and 

enrollments

• ~34% of members are 

assessment 

professionals

www.airweb.org



About CIMA

The Commission on Information, Measurement, and Analysis is a 

cross-functional group with members from all APLU councils:

● Addressing opportunities and challenges associated with our 

ever-evolving data, assessment, and analytics landscape 

● Informing the APLU community of best practices and emerging 

data, measurement, and analytics trends

● Improving data infrastructures, assessment, strategic 

transformation and fiscal and administrative management



About CSA

The Council on Student Affairs is one of the operational councils of 
composed of the chief student affairs officers at member institutions and 
systems.

CSA advocates within APLU and works cooperatively with other Councils 
and Commissions to enhance institutional effectiveness and the student 
experience in:

● the student experience
● co-curricular opportunities
● personal and professional growth
● learning, progress, and completion
● mental and physical health and wellness
● fundamental needs such as housing, financial aid, transportation, and/or food. 



Why Discuss Student Affairs’ 

Data? 

Why now?



From Theory to Predictive Analytics

Academic Integration 

Social Integration 

Retention

Inputs Experiences Outputs

Sense of Belonging Student Success

Involvement



Predictive Analytics and Student Engagement 

A gap in the literature exists regarding how 

student engagement data is used in 

predictive analytics. (Burke, Parnell, Wesaw, & Kruger, 

2017). 

Available literature suggests that data analytics 

have focused primarily on academic and learning 

management systems. (Arroway, Morgan, O’Keefe, & Yanosky, 

2016). 

UMBC is the first Civitas 

Learning Partner that has 

student engagement data 

available to include in 

predictive models. 

Approximately 41% of US colleges and 

universities are using predictive analytics to 

enhance student success outcomes. (KPMG, 2015).
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“…while student affairs 

professionals are called 

on to implement 

intervention 

strategies…, student 

engagement data are 

not often included in 

predictive models.” 
(Burke, Parnell, Wesaw, & Kruger, 2017). 

Traditional SIS Data



Data Picture including Student Affairs Data
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Institutions’ Use of Data and

Analytics for Student Success



National Landscape Analysis

● Partnership between NASPA, AIR and EDUCAUSE

● Focused on four core areas
● Types of student success data projects
● Structures in place
● Level of coordination
● Programs, interventions and outcomes

● Methodology
● Surveyed members from October to December 2017
● 970 responses (894 distinct institutions)

● Download free report: 
www.naspa.org/rpi/reports/data-and-analytics-for-student-success



Most Institutions Invest in Analytics

On average, ~90% 

of institutions invest 

in descriptive 

analytics and 

predictive analytics



Goals for Conducting Student Success Studies

96% of institutions 

conduct these studies to 

improve student 

outcomes



Studies Conducted Annually

Post-graduation 

outcomes and student 

pipeline are studied by 

~80% of institutions

Ability to afford higher 

education is only 

studied by 32% of 

institutions

List of studies created 

7 themes



Which student populations are studied?

14%

53%

54%

69%

73%

75%

81%

97%

LGBTQIA students

Non-traditional students

Student athletes

First-generation students

Students of color

Sophomores

Transfer-in students

First-year students

% Institutions Studied Population
Students in 

transition are 

most likely to be 

studied



Level of Data Stewardship

29%

27%

22%

14%

50%

54%

60%

64%

21%

19%

18%

22%

Data governance

Data architecture

Data cleaning

Data management

Level of Institutional Data Stewardship

None/Little Developing Excellent

Nearly 1/3 of 

institutions don’t 

have a formal 

data governance 

process

86% have 

excellent or 

developing 

processes to 

manage data



42%

40%

39%

34%

32%

31%
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10%
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19%
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52%

49%
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57%

62%
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31%
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Analytics tool training

Translation of priorities and decision-…

Analytics liaison for stakeholders

Creation of predictive models and…

Visual data communication

Management of analytics

Analytics vendor liaison

Analytics infrastructure

Verbal data communication

Statistical analysis

Staff Structures

None/Little Developing Excellent

Other Staff Structures

85% say their institution 

can conduct statistical 

analyses…

… but only 58% say they 

have adequate training 

on analytics tools



Perceptions of Use of Data and Analytics

94% are confident that 

student privacy is 

respected

While 46% are not 

confident that the 

results are being 

used property



More Staffing for Student Success Studies

~70% of institutions say they need more 

staff for data, analytics, and reporting 

functions



Measuring Costs and Outcomes

Half+ of institutions don’t 

measure costs. How do 

they know if program is 

valuable?

~ 1/4 of institutions don’t measure outcomes.

How do they know if they’re successful?



Collection, Integration, and Use of Institutional Data

42% collect and 

integrate SIS 

data; 31% use 

those data

… however, 

much fewer use 

student 

behavioral data



Take-aways

● Most (90%) institutions invest in data analytics. Of those…

● 96% conduct studies to improve student outcomes

● ~25% don’t measure outcomes and 50%+ don’t measure costs

● Only 7% use student behavioral data. 



An Existing Model: The FSU Story

Rick Burnette, PhD

Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs



Twenty Years of Student Success at FSU

● Twenty offices meeting every two weeks for twenty years

● Continuous innovation

● Very successful: 94% Retention and 68.4% 4-year Graduation

● Student Affairs Offices:

Orientation
Dean of 
Students

Housing
Career 
Center

CARE
Counseling 

Center
Student 
Health

Campus 
Rec



FSU’s Approach – Broad-Based and Targeted

● Broad-Based – Identified practices that affect all students and 
defined interventions

● Targeted – Identified population differences (CARE, Low-SES, 
URM, Veterans, Out-of-State students, Off-campus students)

● CARE – Joint Student and Academic 

Affairs program for first generation, mostly 

Pell-eligible students often coming from 
single-parent/guardian homes

● Unconquered Scholars – students who 

have aged out of foster care



Six Elements of a Student Success Eco-System

● A Success Team Behind 

Every Student

● Learning Communities

● Re-Designed Curriculum

● Experiential and Global 

Learning

● Leadership and Personal 

Development

● College to Career
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Initial Focus

● Retention and Graduation

● Data versus Anecdote

● Used Business Intelligence

● Very collaborative

● Bucket-finding exercise

60 = 1%

0.1%6 =



The Insight Protocol

Find At-Risk 
Groups

Identify 
Data Needs

Create Use 
Cases

Deploy 
Intervention

Measure 
Results



The Insight Protocol

Find At-Risk 
Groups

Identify 
Data Needs

Create Use 
Cases

Deploy 
Intervention

Measure 
Results

Via Anecdote or Data

Existing or Needed

List InterventionsPlan and Execute

Determine 

Outcomes 

and ROI





How do we use Different Analytic Approaches?

● Start with descriptive analyses to get a picture of the dimensions that 

separate different student groups – learn your data

● Business Intelligence tools allow greater ease of access to data for 

people who understand the context around those data

● More data usually leads to better specificity of insights

● Better analytics control for intervening variables that may mask what is 

really going on

● Diagnostic analytics confirm what is seen in descriptive statistics

● All units on campus should become data aware and partner with 

Institutional Research or the Data Science team on approaches



Descriptive Analytics – What Happened?

Data & Tools Insights & Limitations

● Geodemographic data

● SIS data, Traffic data

● Historic, Static Data

● Data warehouses

● Business Intelligence

● Dashboards

● Visualizations

● This is a retrospective

● Assumes populations aren’t 

changing

● Helps identify target 

populations

● You can visualize data trends

● Does not provide courses of 

action to make changes



Diagnostic Analytics – Why did it Happen?

Data & Tools Insights & Limitations

● Descriptive data

● Derived data

● Semantic and behavioral data

● Survey Data

● Cluster analytics

● Inferential statistics 

● Still viewed in hindsight

● Creating causal inferences

● Allows better interventions 

because of better analytics

● Creates patterns and helps to 

identify reasons why students 

deviated from the pattern

● Concrete data representations



Predictive Analytics – What will Happen?

Data & Tools Insights & Limitations

● Pattern data

● Regression analyses

● Analyses on statistically similar 
clusters of students

● Multivariate analyses that target 
these defined groups

● Forecasting and simulations

● Modeling student behavior at a 
macro level

● Insights into specific groups

● Does not define the plan of 
action to affect future change

● Allows for interventions on a 
group-wise basis

● Cluster analytics approach is 
imprecise measure of a single 
student’s behavior

● Factor abstractions



Prescriptive Analytics – How to make it Happen

Data & Tools Insights & Limitations

● Granular data that allows for 

statistical separation of 

individuals from groups

● Outcome modeling as is 

found with machine learning 

that approximates the best 

path forward

● Neural Network Modeling

● Defines a path forward on a 

(near) individual basis

● Creates causal inferences for 

various options

● Probabilistic models are 

subject to historical bias

● Deterministic nature creating 

fair and ethical use concerns



Traditional Analytics versus Big(ger) Data

Traditional Model New Model

● As academics, we are used 

to testing the null hypothesis

● The historical model is to 

have a theory about the 

outcomes before you test 

your data

● Descriptive data provides 

context for New Analytics

● Collect as much data as you 

can, throw it against the wall 

and see what sticks

● Often much more powerful 

than the traditional model

● Is often blind to nuance



FSU’s Recent Analytics Focus – More Data

● Data Identification Group

● Engagement data – including frequency, duration and quality

● Geo-location data – and patterns therein

● Sentiment analyses – using Natural Language Processing

● HIPPA and FERPA data interrogation

● Data from Social Media and other external sources

● Identifying 100 constructs of student passion through a new 

inventory we have created



FSU’s Recent Analytics Focus – Analytics Platform

● Creating an insight reservoir – data pond

● Allows for separation of Business Intelligence and data 

warehouse for operational reporting and a new environment for 

finding new data insights

● Deploying data science and machine learning against ever more 

data to begin nudging students based on individual preferences

● The entire Institutional Research office has been trained on the 

new insight platform



Recent Emphases in Student Success

● New focus on Post-Graduation Outcomes (PGOs) and 

experiences that promote successful launch are identified in 

FSU’s Strategic Plan

● Graduating Senior Survey and Post-Graduation Survey

● Engage 100 – involving all FTICs in small structured groups

● Experiential Learning and co-curricular participation coordinated 

with Career Center activities 

● Promoting skills like leadership and civic engagement that 

prepare students to be meaningful members of their communities



New Student Affairs Research Areas

● Another key element of FSU’s Strategic Plan is improving student 

health behaviors and overall wellness

● FSU’s Resilience Project – improving student resilience

● Reducing high-risk behavior

● Improving physical health

● Healthy Campus Framework – Identification and triage matrix

● Expanded mentoring opportunities for students



An Emerging Model: The UMBC Story

Nancy Young*

Vice President for Student Affairs

* with appreciation to Brittini Brown and Ken Schreihofer



Measuring Strategic Outcomes
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Collective Impact in 
Research, Scholarship, 

and Creative Achievement 

The Student Experience

Increase degree completion and 
shorten students’ time to 

degree. 

Increase support and incentives 
to improve the quality and 
variety of applied learning 

experiences.   

Promote the health and well-
being of students as a 

foundation for academic and life 
success. 

Innovative Curriculum and 
Pedagogy

Community and Extended 
Connections

Implement Student 
Participation Tracking and 

Data Collection

Enhance and Integrate 
Ticketing Systems 

Extant Career, Applied 
Learning and1st Destination 

Data

Extant Student 
Organization Data

Extant Departmental 

Data



Goal 1: What’s Already There?

Symplicity 

(Accommodate)



Civitas Lift: Top 5 Engagements 

1. Advising

2. Club Involvement

3. Tutoring: Writing

4. Tutoring

5. Event Attendance 



●Who are the unengaged students? 

●Common characteristics? 

●Are they receiving other interventions?

●How are they engaging academically?

●How can we better serve these students? 

From Frequencies to Descriptive Data
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172 141
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900
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Types of Events

• Departmental events

• Student organization events

• Leadership trainings

• Athletics

• Theater

• Service use

Required

• Support for ticketed events in 
myUMBC portal

• Ticketed indicator in myUMBC
and UMBC Sites

• Accessible online and on demand

• Centralized

• Inexpensive and scalable

• Automated

Making it Easy to Collect Data



Making it Easy to Collect Data



REX Connections



Goal 2: Scrubbing, Structure and Reporting 

●



Making Reporting and Decisions Easier



Training is Critical: Assessment & Technology Planning for Events



What Makes it Work?

Retention & Graduation 

Career & Civic

Manager for 

Information 

Technology 

Assessment, 

Research, and 

Strategic Priorities 

Embed Student Affairs 

Assessment into university 

student success outcomes. 

Prioritize.

Dedicate Resources.

Build Capacity. 

Contracts & 

Trainers Strategic Priorities

Learning Outcomes



● Anticipating, responding to 
(and sometimes ignoring) 
barriers

● On ponds and cleaning

● Out skeptic the skeptics

● Dedicated resources

● Data integrity

● Tech support

● Report writing

● Technology

What Makes it Work?

● Silo busting structure

● Relationships and Trust

● Training, Training, Training

● WIFM?

● Departments

● Gatekeepers

● Early Wins

● Strategic Show and Tell

● Start all over again



Discussion Questions



Discussion Questions

● What are the unique contributions of student affairs to the 

persistence puzzle?

● What data are available in student affairs/activities and how can 

they be leveraged to improve student success insights and 

interventions in campus wide analytic models? 

● What lessons can we learn from extant efforts to assist in the 

blurring of boundaries and silos within ethical frameworks?



Discussion Questions

● What roles should CIMA and CSA members play in creating a 

more robust and broad approach to data collection and sharing?

● How can CSA and CIMA work together to identify and use data to 

identify changes in student engagement? 
● to move from a macro view of students based on observable person 

characteristics to a model where we are beginning to drill down to 

individual student tendencies? 

● to identify patterns that may signal needs for intervention or engagement 

to assure continued enrollment?



Any Further Questions?



Thank You



The Ethics of Using Student Data


